2.B. (U) CENTCOM RULES OF ENGAGEMENT (ROE) (REFS C, D AND ANY OTHER APPLICABLE ROE) DICTATES THAT PID MUST BE ESTABLISHED AND MAINTAINED OR RE-ESTABLISHED PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT.

3. (U) FINDING A BALANCE BETWEEN PREVENTION OF COLLATERAL DAMAGE AND THE INHERENT RIGHT TO SELF-DEFENSE.

3.A. (U) PID REQUIREMENTS DO NOT REMOVE OR DETRACT FROM A COMMANDER'S RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY TO TAKE REASONABLE ACTION IN RESPONSE TO HOSTILE ACTS OR DEMONSTRATED HOSTILE INTENT. THESE PID REQUIREMENTS ARE ONLY APPLICABLE TO TARGETS THAT REQUIRE COLLATERAL DAMAGE ESTIMATION (CDE) AND ARE NOT IMPOSED TO PREVENT LAWFUL ENGAGEMENT OF A HOSTILE FORCE IN SELF-DEFENSE.

3.B. (U) FOR THE PURPOSE OF SELF-DEFENSE, COUNTER-BATTERY AND COUNTER-MORTAR RADARS MAY BE USED AGAINST INDIRECT FIRE WEAPONS PROVIDED THAT THEY CAN IDENTIFY A POINT OF ORIGIN TO AN ACCURACY OF 100M OR LESS AND ARE OTHERWISE TAN ROE AND LAW OF WAR (LOW) PRINCIPLES REALIZING THE INCREASED POTENTIAL FOR COLLATERAL DAMAGE.

4. (U) SPECIFIC CRITERIA: THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA IS PROVIDED TO SUBORDINATE COMMANDERS TO ENABLE STRIKE DECISION-MAKING. SUBORDINATE HEADQUARTERS FORWARDING TARGETS FOR STRIKE CONSIDERATION MUST CLEARLY INDICATE HOW THE BELOW STANDARDS WILL BE, OR HAVE BEEN, MET.

4.A. 4. (U) MASINT. MASINT MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE MULTI-SOURCE BODY OF INTELLIGENCE FOR PID.

4.A.5. (U) AICRENS/AIRBORNE OBSERVER STANDARDS. AIRCRENS/AIRBORNE OBSERVER VOICE REPORTING MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE MULTI-SOURCE BODY OF INTELLIGENCE FOR
PID. PID MAY BE ESTABLISHED BY AN AIRCREW/AIRBORNE OBSERVER UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF PARA. 4.A.1. PROVIDED THAT THE QUALITY OF OBSERVATION RESULTS IN THE "REASONABLE CERTAINTY" REQUIRED BY ROE AND THIS MESSAGE. PID OR OBSERVATIONS CONTRIBUTING TO PID SHALL BE DOCUMENTED IN MISSION REPORTING (MISREP).

4.B. (U) MAINTAINING PID. PID MAY BE MAINTAINED BY ENSURING THAT THE PRECEDING REQUIREMENTS ARE CONTINUALLY SATISFIED. HOWEVER, PID CAN ALSO BE MAINTAINED THROUGH THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL CRITERIA:

4.B.1. (U) HUMINT. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING PID WITH HUMINT ARE THE SAME AS THAT FOR ESTABLISHING INITIAL PID (SEE PARA. 4.A.1.).

4.B.2. (U) IMINT. USE OF EO AND NON-EO IMAGERY AS A SINGLE-SOURCE TO MAINTAIN PID IS PERMISSIBLE WITHIN THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:

4.B.3. (U) SIGINT. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING PID WITH SIGINT ARE THE SAME AS THAT FOR ESTABLISHING INITIAL PID (SEE PARA. 4.A.3.).

4.B.4. (U) MASINT. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING PID WITH MASINT ARE THE SAME AS THAT FOR ESTABLISHING INITIAL PID (SEE PARA. 4.A.4.).

5. (U) LOSS OF PID

5.A. (U) IF PID IS LOST FOR ANY REASON IT MUST BE RE-ESTABLISHED PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT.

5.B. (U) EXCEPTION; FOR FIXED TARGETS WHICH HAVE BEEN FORMALLY VETTED BY THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, CONTINUOUS PID NEED NOT BE MAINTAINED UNLESS THERE IS CAUSE TO BELIEVE THAT THE NATURE, USE, LOCATION, OR PURPOSE OF THE TARGET HAS CHANGED SINCE IT WAS VETTED.

5.C. (U) U.S. AIRCRAFT OR OTHER U.S. COMBAT ELEMENTS EMPLOYING WEAPON SYSTEMS IN SUPPORT OF AN ALLIED FORCE (INCLUDING ISAF), WILL OPERATE UNDER U.S. ROE AND PID CRITERIA AS SET FORTH IN THIS MESSAGE.

6. (U) CENTCOM MAY MODIFY THESE CRITERIA BASED ON SPECIFIC TARGET PRESENTATION, IMPORTANCE OR STRATEGIC CONSEQUENCES. FURTHER, WHEN PID REQUIREMENTS CREATE UNACCEPTABLE RISK TO FRIENDLY FORCES, THE APPROPRIATE STRIKE APPROVAL AUTHORITY MAY GRANT RELIEF FROM THIS POLICY.

7. (U) CENTCOM POCs ARE, LT COL (b)(3), (b)(6), J3-0-CAS, (b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(2) DSN (b)(2) LTC (b)(3), (b)(6)
(b)(2) DSN (b)(2) LTC (b)(3), (b)(6)

CLASSIFIED BY: MAJOR GENERAL MICHAEL D. JONES, USA, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
REASON: 1.4 (A)
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DRONES / CENTCOM / 166-175 DIF
DETENTION INFORMATION

This operation was conducted based on information that activities or individuals who are threat to the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan were present at this location. The individuals listed on the attachment are suspected to either be a threat or have information about threats to the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. They have been temporarily detained.

Anyone who has been detained will be treated humanely and with respect. If medical care is necessary it will be provided. The intention is to return any individuals who are not a threat as quickly as possible. If you have not received information on anyone who was detained within 5 days, you may call ______________________ for information.

DARI

معلومات پیرامون بازداشت

این عملیات بر اساس سیستم‌پردازش موجودیت بعضی فعالیت‌ها و یا افراد شرکت‌کننده در جماعت اسلامی افغانستان به‌دست آمده است. اطلاعاتی که در صورتی که به‌شکل دستی普通人 و یا دادگستری مطابق با به‌روزرسانی شده باشد، از جمله اطلاعاتی که در صورتی که به‌روزرسانی شده باشد، از جمله اطلاعاتی که در صورتی که به‌روزرسانی شده باشد.

PASHTU

دئ توقیف په اه معلومات

دهه عملیات دهه سالونونه یوه په توره شوی دی چې خویشونه یو دې وکړی چې د افغانستانه اسلامی جمهوریت لپاره کلیک کی. بدن یې د سیاسی دی مخون وو. مخون وکی چې به غوره کی یې ضعیفې گی در دی چې مخون دوی. د خپلی د افغانستانه اسلامی جمهوریت په وراثی کښی وی. او یې د کښی وی او ده معلومات وی. دهه وکی یې نوې توقیف په اه معلومات ستاسو کې رابطه یې د شهرو او ده توقیف شی.
RECEIPT FOR PROPERTY
(Dari)
(Pashtu)

The following property was seized as suspected contraband or because it may contain information regarding threats to the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. If the property is not illegal or relevant to any threat, it will be returned as soon as possible. If it cannot be returned and is not contraband or threat-related, you may be compensated for it. If you have not received your property back within 5 days, you may contact the following phone number ______________________ for information regarding its status.

Dari

رسید احیا و لوازم

Pashtu

باجنیسو او تنوک رسید

Provide a brief description of seized property sufficient to identify it and, if necessary, provide compensation for it.

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

Attachment 2
REPORT OF PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Dari)
(Pashtu)
This acknowledges that the property listed below was damaged during the course of an operation. It also indicates whether you have been compensated for the damage. If you have not received immediate compensation, please wait 5 days before contacting the following phone number ____________________________ for information regarding compensation.

Dari
گزارش خسارت انجام و لوازم

Pashtu
د جنسنول او توکو د زین ریوت

Provide a brief description of damaged property sufficient to identify it and general assessment of its value. Indicate whether compensation has been paid and in what amount.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

DRONES / CENTCOM / 180-262 DIF